
 
PRESS RELEASE 

 
• THE PIRELLI RE/MORGAN STANLEY JV (80%) TOGETHER 

WITH RCS MEDIAGROUP (20%) PROMOTES THE 
REGENERATION OF AN AREA NORTH EAST OF MILAN 

DESIGNED BY THE BOERI STUDIO  
 

• OVER 90,000 SQM OF REAL ESTATE TO BE BUILT AND 
RENOVATED WITH A VALUE OF AROUND € 290 MILLION 

 
• YESTERDAY THE CEREMONY WAS HELD FOR THE 

COMPLETION OF THE TOP FLOOR (80 METRES) OF THE 
COMPLEX’S FIRST BUILDING 

 
• THE BUILDING, WORTH AROUND € 60-65 MILLION, WILL BE 

USED BY RCS MEDIAGROUP AND WILL SHORTLY BE SOLD 
TO A LEADING INSTITUTIONAL INVESTOR 

 
 

Milan, 21 September 2006 - Pirelli RE/Morgan Stanley joint venture, dedicated to 
investments in properties for office use, together with RCS MediaGroup is promoting the 
regeneration of an area North East of Milan.  
RCS, originally the owner of the entire complex, has a 20% share and the Pirelli 
RE/Morgan Stanley JV holds the remaining 80% share (the JV is 30% owned by Pirelli RE 
and 70% by Morgan Stanley’s - MSREF real estate funds). 
 
The complex is located in the zone between Via Rizzoli, Via Cazzaniga and a large green 
belt area on the edge of the Lambro Park. It is a strategic zone with considerable landscape 
value, and the new centre for the San Raffaele hospital is being constructed in the vicinity. 
 
Having won an international competition, the Boeri Studio – founded by Stefano Boeri, 
Gianandrea Barreca and Giovanni La Varra – in 2001 was awarded the project to draft the 
development plan for the area both in terms of renovation operations, for around 55,000 
sqm, and the construction of two new buildings, for the remaining 35,000 sqm. 
 
The project for the regeneration of the area, with a building area of around 90,000 sqm, 
will involve three phases: 1) the construction of one new building of around 22,000 sqm 
for which RCS MediaGroup will be the tenant and whose completion is planned for the end 
of 2007; 2) the renovation of the historical Rizzoli office of around 21,500 sqm, where the 
editorial group will continue to be the tenant and 3) the regeneration of the places where 
until a short time ago the printing presses for the editorial group’s titles stood, with the 
construction of a new building of a total of around 47,500 sqm, which will be intended for 
other users. 
 



The estimated value of the completed real estate complex amounts to around € 290 
million¸ including around € 60-65 million for the first building, which is due to be sold 
shortly to a leading institutional investor. 
 
Yesterday, the RCS MediaGroup’s Managing Director, Antonello Perricone, the real estate 
group’s CEO, Carlo Puri Negri, and Morgan Stanley’s top managers attended the building 
completion ceremony of the top floor of the first building of the complex under 
development that, standing at 80 metres, is already enriching the Milan skyline.  
The building plan for the future new office premises for the editorial group is in the shape 
of an open courtyard, with a 19 floor tower flanked by a low building with 5 floors above 
ground. The entire building will be uniformly covered on all sides by a double skin of glass 
sheets, held by aluminium supports. The sheets of the second skin will have chromatic 
variations obtained by means of layers of serigraphs, giving the faces an iridescence that 
changes with the angle and the intensity of the sun. Similarly, the reflection of the light on 
the metallic supports will accentuate this effect.  
 
The building will house more than 1,000 people, who will occupy internal spaces organised 
into modular offices and open spaces, where flexible systems and moveable partitions will 
define the work spaces. 
 

 
 

 
For more information, please contact: 

Pirelli RE Press Office  Tel. +39 02 8535.4270 
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